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Armstrong Fluid Technology Introduces Two New 

HSC Energy-efficient Fire Pump Models  

 
April 14, 2017 

 
 
From: Global Brand & Communications 

 
 
Announcement 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Contact: 

Roger Halligan 
H+A International, Inc. 
312-332-4650 Ext. 22 
rhalligan@h-a-intl.com 
 
 
Toronto, April 14, 2017 – Armstrong Fluid Technology has enhanced its Fireset™ Horizontal Split Case 
(HSC) pump line with two new technologically advanced models.  

Featuring a tilted parting design to maximize efficiency by minimizing turbulence at the impeller eye, the 
new 5x4x17F and 6x5x12F pumps are ideal for installations that require between 500 and 1,000 USgpm. 
Compatible with both electric motor (50 Hz and 60 Hz) and diesel engine drivers, the new Fireset™ HSC 
pumps offer a variety of features: 

•  Double suction design for excellent operating efficiency and high flow performance 

•  Superior mechanical features including suction and discharge alignment, dynamically balanced and 
fully enclosed impeller, factory-aligned pump and motor, protective bearing-removal mechanism, and 
removable upper-half casings for extended durability, excellent operating efficiency and easy 
maintenance  

•  The suction and discharge are on the same center line to allow sprinkler contractors to do re-piping in 
the pump room before the pump arrives 

•  Pump design using industry standard common parts (i.e. standard packing and gland) and tools for 
easy and cost-effective maintenance 

•  Right or left hand suction configuration with electric-driven pumps for easily adapting to mechanical 
room piping arrangements 

•  Compact design (distance between suction and discharge flanges) for easier installation and 
maintenance in tight spaces 

The Armstrong line of Fireset™ HSC Pumps offers a performance range of 500 USgpm to 3,000 USgpm   
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About Armstrong Fluid Technology 

Armstrong is a leading manufacturer of high-efficiency HVAC and fluid handling systems for commercial, 
industrial, and residential applications. Established in 1934, Armstrong has continued to expand, now 
providing innovative technology in 50 countries from 9 manufacturing facilities through regional offices in 
North America, South America, China, India and the UK; as well as representatives and agents worldwide. 
Armstrong products are known for intelligent control, efficiency, unique installation approaches, ease of 
maintenance and reliability. www.armstrongfluidtechnology.com 


